Powered instrumentation for dorsal reduction.
We describe the use of powered instrumentation for precise modification of the bony nasal dorsum. Specific modifications were made to design a drill specifically for the bony nasal dorsum. This drill has a protective sheath that covers all but the active part of the drill, protecting the skin-soft tissue envelope, and it also has suction at the resection site. In some cases an osteotome is used to reduce the hump and the drill is used to achieve additional reduction and to smooth the exposed edges under direct vision. In other cases the entire bony hump is reduced using the drill. The nasal dorsum drill offers a precise alternative to the rasp. The precision of the drill is highlighted in cases in which limited reduction is needed, as in cases of a single or several spicules requiring reduction and smoothing after osteotomy, or a single 4 mm raised area requiring limited reduction. The design of rasps makes it difficult to work on these focal areas without unnecessarily rasping surrounding areas, whereas the drill may be used to reduce the entire hump, to smooth the edges after osteotomy, or in a more precise and limited fashion when indicated. The drill may be less traumatic to the skin-soft tissue envelope because it does not rely on the potentially bruising back and forth motion typical of rasping. The nasal dorsum drill may decrease the incidence of bony dorsal irregularities after rhinoplasty.